A Day-In-The-Life Using AI
for Customer Self-Service
Smart businesses know they must deliver an excellent customer
experience (CX) all the time no matter where their customers are.
But organizations must also consider operational costs and
customer service availability. Finding the right balance can
elevate one brand’s CX above its competitors. Virtual assistants
help businesses strike that balance to serve customer needs
24/7, affordably and intelligently.

84% of customers
say the experience a
company provides is
as important as its
products and
services.1

John and Jen have a customer service issue about a
defective product they received. Both seek to get
the product replaced.

John’s Experience

Jen’s Experience

John’s retailer
staffs its call
center from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. on
weekdays.

Jen's retailer uses
Watson Assistant,
an AI-powered
virtual assistant.
They also have high
call volume on Monday
mornings, but Watson
Assistant can manage
hundreds of calls at
once and can engage
with Jen immediately.

There's a flood of
calls first thing on
Monday and John
waits in the
overburdened call
queue for a free
customer service
agent to answer his
question.

Web, voice or text,
Watson Assistant can
be everywhere your
customers want to
connect.
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John waits for 12
minutes when an
agent finally
takes his call
about the
product issue.
He tells them about
the defective
product, but the
agent responds that
she can’t authorize a
replacement and
must transfer him.
Frustrated, John is
put in another call
queue to wait.

Watson Assistant
greets Jen and asks
her to confirm her
name and phone
number to locate
her order history.
Jen does so and Watson
Assistant asks, "How
can I help you with your
order today?" Jen asks
for information about
replacing the defective
product she received.

After 5 more
minutes, John
connects to the
right agent.

using AI-based virtual
agent technology
report it increases
customer satisfaction.2

1 min
Watson Assistant
tells Jen, "Sorry
about that! I can
send you a return
label to start your
refund.
Would you like me to
send it via text or
email?" Jen asks for
email and Watson
Assistant immediately
sends to her email
address on file.

17 min

99% of organizations

Correctly routed
conversations save
$7.75 per correctly
routed call.³

2 min
Jen clicks the link
and prints the label.

John tells this agent
the same story about
the defective product.
The agent must first
look across multiple
systems to find
John’s order history
and then start the
return process.

20 min
Finally, the agent
finds the return
procedure.
He says John must
complete an online
return form, after
which John will
receive a return label
within 3-5 business
days. Tired of being
on the phone, John
says OK and wonders
if and when he’ll be
able to get the
product he wanted.

Then she asks Watson
Assistant if she can get
a replacement item
instead of a refund.
Watson Assistant
responds, "Let me
connect you to an agent
to complete your order."
The right agent takes
the call, sees Jen's
conversation history
and identity, enabling
him to send the
replacement product
right away.

96% of

organizations using
virtual agents
exceeded, achieved,
or expect to achieve
their projected ROI.²

6 min

Jen is a satisfied
customer.

25 min

Are you ready to
improve customer
experience with AI?

John exits the call,
without resolution,
more inclined to
shop elsewhere
next time.

Add customer self-service to
your business, no matter its
size or industry. Watson
Assistant makes it easy with
plans for every business,
from an organization of one
to a very large enterprise.
Learn more

Schedule a consultation
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